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Abstract

DYNAMIC SYNTAX COMPILING
Robert G. Tischer, Master of Computer Science
George Mason University, 2002
Thesis Director: Dr. Elizabeth White

Even though compiler theory and operation are well-researched topics, it is the
thesis of this paper that altering the scope and processing nature of the conventional
compiler would allow the compiling process to better address two major areas of concern
in computer science today: distributed software development and execution, and native
implementation of document markup technologies. The dynamic syntax compiler
presented here is the result of this effort.
The Dynamic Syntax Compiler, or DSC, is a new kind of compiler that I have
devised from a re-examination and updating of compiler theory’s linguistic foundations.
DSC’s design attempts to emulate computationally the human linguistic process. The
most prominent features of the DSC are that presentation is no longer irrelevant to the
parsing process, that language is no longer viewed as strings of character symbols (e.g.,
includes document and pictorial structural cues like paragraph indentation, outline
numbering, bold, pictures, movement, etc.), and parsing is no longer the sequential
processing of tokens.
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Instead, DSC parsing is a non-linear process of building production rules while
simultaneously handling screen output and user input without losing the deterministic
property. A surprising consequence of this design is, that the compile/run process never
ends as long as the grammar application is in use.
DSC’s major accomplishment is that it integrates two heretofore separate domains
in compiling: grammar and linguistic meaning. A result of this is, DSC broadens the
scope of the conventional compiling process to encompass the translation of linguistic
notions made computational with the use of document markup.

1

Introduction

Even though compiler theory and operation are well-researched topics, it is the
thesis of this paper that altering the scope and processing nature of the conventional
compiler would allow the compiling process to better address two major areas of concern
in computer science today: distributed software development and execution, and native
implementation of document markup technologies. The dynamic syntax compiler
presented here is the result of this effort.
The Dynamic Syntax Compiler, or DSC, is a new kind of compiler that I have
devised from a re-examination and updating of compiler theory’s linguistic foundations.
DSC’s design attempts to emulate computationally the human linguistic process. The
most prominent features of the DSC are that presentation is no longer irrelevant to the
parsing process, that language is no longer viewed as strings of character symbols (e.g.,
includes document and pictorial structural cues like paragraph indentation, outline
numbering, bold, pictures, movement, etc.), and parsing is no longer the sequential
processing of tokens. But probably the most striking feature is the fact that the DSC
compile/run process never ends as long as the grammar application is in use.
The major difference, however, is the way in which programming language
grammar ambiguity and program correctness are determined and resolved. The
conventional compiler assumes that program correctness can only be determined from the
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closed set of sequentially arriving tokens for a given compile in comparison with the
programming language grammar the compiler was designed for. It further assumes that
these tokens are the necessary and sufficient input in order to determine a program’s
correctness. If a conventional programming language grammar is ambiguous, there can
be more than one derivation for a given set of tokens. In such case, it would not be
possible to determine if a program were correct or not since there might be a problem
with either the grammar or the token sentence, hence, would be non-deterministic. In
order to narrow the source of potential error down to the program itself, much attention
has traditionally been paid to elimination of programming language ambiguity. DSC, on
the other hand, gains its access to its underlying grammar, not through character-based
tokens, but through the presentation layer. For DSC, grammar ambiguity and content
correctness are more akin to linguistic cognitive dissonance resolution and are resolved
by incrementally changing a program’s structure or code non-linearly. To accomplish
this, the DSC compiling process can operationally target any piece of a program’s
underlying structure or code in order to correct a mismatch between perceived program
operation and its design.
In the following sections, DSC functioning and theory will be presented and
discussed prefaced by a series of examples. The viability of the DSC compiling
architecture is demonstrated through a DSC expression grammar implementation
(Section 3). Then a typical document grammar is presented to show how textual signs can
relate to grammar (Section 4). DSC’s parts and functioning is the topic of section 5.
While explaining DSC grammar change request functionality, nodes and production rules
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(Section 5.1.3), input actions and output display (Section 5.1.1), and semantic actions
(Section 5.1.4), a paper example of a footstool grammar will be developed. Then relevant
DSC theory is discussed and related to current markup science, computer science and
linguistic theory in section 5.2. First, however, the functionality of the conventional
compiler will be examined.

4

2

Conventional Compiling

The goal of conventional compilers is to derive structure from sequentially
arriving input symbols and to determine if this structure is internally consistent with the
syntax of the programming language being used (syntax analysis) and with the program’s
own declared structure (semantic analysis). During these analyses, the compiler infers
what output it should synthesize. It does this by implicitly (e.g., via recursive-descent
non-terminal parsing functions) or explicitly (e.g., via transition and action tables)
knowing the parsing state it currently is in and by determining unambiguously from the
next one or more input symbols, what next state it should be in. Non-trivial programming
languages are usually described using Context Free Grammars (CFG). A CFG is
comprised of terminals, non-terminals and production rules. Given a CFG, if the next
state of an LR compiler reduces the production rule of the programming language
grammar, meaning that all of that rule’s terminals and non-terminals themselves have
been reduced, then the semantic action associated with that rule is executed. This
semantic may or may not be the emitting of machine code.
This analysis process is inherently sequential and both the syntax and program
structures are inherently static while compiling. Once a compile operation has been
initiated, it continues until completion, or until an error state has been reached,
whereupon the compiler usually skips forward or terminates prematurely. The
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programmer executes the program. If the programmer then makes a change in the
program’s source code file, the file is recompiled from the beginning. This compileexecute-alter procedure cycle continues until the programmer is satisfied.
The conventional compiling cycle involves two kinds of translations. The first
kind is linguistic and the second kind is programmatic. The conventional compiler
accomplishes programmatic translation by enforcing a deterministic relationship between
high-level input instructions and the output instructions. But before that can take place,
the programmer must accomplish a linguistic translation from the linguistic notions
concerning what is desired as program output, to high-level instructions in the
programming language he wishes to use. The viewer and author of the high-level
instructions is the linguistically competent programmer, and the computational “viewer”
of output instructions is a particular device platform’s set of machine instructions. The
effect of running the executable is once again linguistic which closes the feedback circuit
back to the producer of the high-level programming instructions. Any other feedback to
the programmer is given to him from other actors (e.g., managers, end-users, testers,
system analysts, modelers, etc.) via artifacts such as class contracts, requirements, testing
results, code reviews and managerial decisions. As such, the effect of these other actors
on the compiling process is purely sociological and not computational. For sequential
compiling, this linguistic-notion-to-high-level-instructions translation is a solo venture
regardless of the amount of other sociological input he receives. These solo
programmatic translation activities are depicted in Figure 1 and the relationships that the
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linguistic translation entities and activities have to each other are depicted in Figure 2.
Note that Figure 2 activities subsume Figure 1 actions.

unsuccessful
conventional
compilation
higher level
instructions
error
messages
and warnings

object code

successful
conventional
compilation

Figure 1: Basic conventional compiler computational components
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Begin

Sociological activity:
Influence programmer’s
interpretation of the
desired set of linguistic
concepts and notions
Programmer’s set
of linguistic
notions = his
perception of code
behavior

Other actor’s set of
linguistic notions
= their perception
of code behavior

Linguistic Expression:
Programmer (re)translates
set of linguistic notions
into high-level
instructions

Linguistic judgement:
Programmer compares
code behavior with set
of linguistic notions

Linguistic judgement:
Other actors compare
code behavior with set
of linguistic concepts

Figure 1

Programmer
runs code

Other actors
run code

Accept

linguistic concepts
=
perception of code
behavior

Figure 2: Basic conventional compiler linguistic components

From Figure 2 it is evident that 1) the main portion of the programming cycle is
outside of compiler control, and 2) every actor’s set of linguistic notions and concepts of
what needs to be programmed is different, and 3) for conventional programming, the
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programmer is the sole translator of linguistic notions and concepts to high-level
instructions.
Frustration with the ability to produce quality code in a timely manner has
resulted in a general dissatisfaction in the software development process for all but solo
programmer projects which has created an interest in new paradigms for software
development. I believe that increasing the scope of compiler control and making more
computational the linguistic portions of the development cycle would greatly mitigate
this dilemma (see “…establishes the subtle connection between natural language and a
compilable grammar…” in Section 5.2.1). Aside from this compiler scope discussion,
there are two technological changes that independently have put pressure for change on
the conventional compiling process: 1) the advent and increased acceptance and use of
markup languages1, and 2) graphical user interface technology (GUI).
Markup technology has a long history and is accepted today as a computational
tool for regularizing hierarchies of information in the cognitive domain. These hierarchies
have always been parsable to some degree using current parsing technologies, depending
on their grammar structure. One solution to getting computational control over these
grammatical structures was to standardize the structures one by one using a standard
template in order to make them uniformly processable (see EDI in Section 5.2.1). The
more current approach has been to standardize the language by which the grammatical
1

The domain of markup language technology is often misunderstood. Since natural language has the ability
to address and articulate anything, then markup, which is natural language’s computational counter-part, is
also topic-wise all encompassing. Analogously, the compiled output domain for markup-based DSC may
encompass any executable platform or communication mode of which traditional hypertext documents is a
very small subset.
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structures are produced (see SGML in Section 5.2.1). The aim of both approaches is to
make the resulting grammars more rigorous in some sense and make them more
computational. Markup theory’s weakness, however, is that it has no built-in
implementation mechanism2. The programmer is still computationally unassisted with
regards to interpreting these markup expressions and translating them into high-level
programming instructions. Markup does well at organizing the sets of linguistic notions
of the actors in Figure 2, but it does not serve to alleviate the programmer’s linguistic
translation burden.
Regarding the second technological change, conventional parsing was developed
in the command-line / character file era where characters chosen from alphabets had to
bear all grammatical structure in their sequential relation to each other. It was not
possible to direct user input other than to correct and resubmit, backspace or delete on the
command-line or in the input file. Consequently, when for example editing a document,
there was no way to restrict screen input or output to that which was grammatically
correct. For example, 23 = ( 3 + ( 4 * 5 ) ) could be made to deterministically represent a
particular grammar in a particular state, which was accomplished in the proof-of-concept
application (Section 3), but this was only possible because some of the presentation
characters could be made read-only, which is a graphical user interface capability.
With the advent of the graphical user interface (GUI), user input could carry full
screen context of each input stroke. The consequence of this was, the GUI allowed the

2

A common misconception is that successful parsing of a markup instance is implementing it.
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screen output to be a complete, non-ambiguous representative (i.e., set of
presentational signs) of the grammar. In other words, GUI capability allowed software to
exert a strong relationship between a grammar and the presentation layer. Some examples
from the document markup domain do exist. The combination of GUI technology and
grammar programming took the form of what today is referred to as programming editors
and structured editors3. emacs, a unix computer program editor, showed how the
programmer’s understanding of the program’s grammatical structure could be enhanced
by making a programming language’s syntactical structure visible in an editing session
with the use of simple text entry cues [Tis87d] (color, highlighting, bold, indent).
Structured editors, the best known of which was “The Synthesizer Generator” [Rep88a],
attempted the same task, the difference being, the Generator enforced correct syntax
whereas development environment editors like emacs merely advised about underlying
structure. Generalized structured editors have since then been developed using the
generalized word processor model and have used markup language structure (DTDs) plus
some presentation standard to display the document instead of a programming language’s
syntax. Their implementation mechanism has been the client/server database model
called repositories. Repository schema syntaxes and document DTD structures are
inherently different.

3

WYSIWYG word processors are not grammatical although the presentation layer by definition is
represented.
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Domain-specific languages is a field that has received some research attention
and resembles the , but does not diverge significantly from the conventional compiler
(Section 5.4).
The Dynamic Syntax Compiler is being proposed in this paper to address the
discrepancy in compile time control with respect to the whole compiling process shown
in Figure 2 as well as addressing the markup and GUI factors. It has YACC-like
implementation capability and SGML grammar describing power. DSC’s architecture
was devised to use SGML markup to inherently address the problem of coordinating sets
of linguistic notions among actors who jointly want software developed. DSC also uses
YACC-like implementation to address the programmer’s solo task of linguistic-notion-tohigh-level-instructions translation. The SGML/YACC combination effectively supplies
markup with implementation capability.
In the following two sections are examples that illustrate the viability of Dynamic
Syntax Compiling. The first example (Section 3), an expression grammar, is a true DSC
application except for the semantic action restrictions noted below. Its purpose is to
illustrate node change requests issued from a producer to any number of expression
consumers, who independently can build simple expressions without ambiguity.
The second example (Section 4) is a structured document editor, that shows how
semantic action code can be made to direct the input and output actions deterministically
with respect to the grammar. Signs represent both non-terminals as well as terminals,
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which in this case are text strings. Non-terminal signs indicate the document’s
grammatical structure.

13

3

3.1

Proof-of-Concept Expr Grammar App

Expr Grammar Application
A compiler application was implemented in order to demonstrate the viability of

dynamic syntax compiling. The base code for this application understands the simple
expression grammar:
E : num | E,plus,E | E,mult,E
E/num : CDATA4
E/plus : CDATA
E/mult : CDATA.
The following are the semantic action functions that define this grammar:
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VarFromPr

takes the value from the reduced
production rule and assigns it to its
parent node

CreateEplusE

on ‘+’ discriminator (Section 5.1.4),
creates 3 subnodes, an E, a plus and
another E in type state because all nodes
are defined

EPlusESum

adds the left and right E values and
assigns the sum to the parent E

In SGML, terminals are merely terminated lhs non-terminals. CDATA is an SGML termination type and
is therefore not arbitrary. This fixed set of termination types does not detract from SGML’s ability to type
since the production of SGML DTD ELEMENTs (which is of the form A  (N  )* (Section 5.2.4)) is
by its very nature, a typing system.
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CreateEMultE on ‘*’ discriminator, creates 3 subnodes,
an E, a mult and another E in type state
because all nodes are defined
EmultESum

multiplies the left and right E values and
assigns the product to the parent E

Figure 3: Table of semantic action functions used in expr grammar

These functions get assigned at node initialization time. Emitting (and
propagating) code was deemed to be beyond the scope of this thesis implementation
exercise, but certainly is necessary for a true dynamic compiler to function properly.
Notice that the functions align themselves along production rule boundaries and are
actuated when a node changes state (Section 5.1.3.2).
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Below is code that demonstrates how functions are associated with semantic
action functions, in this case, to the num | E,plus, E production rules:

Rule

Semantic action code

E : num

E : E,plus, E

Comments

dlgWnd->TreeProtoUpdate( dlgWnd, *treeNode, *pru[
0/*num*/ ],
// OnReduced
&ValFromPr/*Sequential*/, &DummyFunc/*AnyOrder*/,
&DummyFunc/*AnyOne*/,
// OnSententialForm
&DummyFunc/*Sequential*/, &DummyFunc/*AnyOrder*/,
&DummyFunc/*AnyOne*/,
// OnType
&DummyFunc/*Sequential*/, &DummyFunc/*AnyOrder*/,
&DummyFunc/*AnyOne*/ );

1. the zero in
‘pru[0]’ refers to
an array of
semantic action
code blocks

dlgWnd->TreeProtoUpdate( dlgWnd, *treeNode, *pru[
1/*E,plus,E*/ ],
// OnReduced
&EplusEToParent/*Sequential*/,
&DummyFunc/*AnyOrder*/, &DummyFunc/*AnyOne*/,
// OnSententialForm
&DummyFunc/*Sequential*/, &DummyFunc/*AnyOrder*/,
&DummyFunc/*AnyOne*/,
// OnType
&DummyFunc/*Sequential*/, &DummyFunc/*AnyOrder*/,
&DummyFunc/*AnyOne*/ );

3. the one in ‘pru[1]’
refers to the
second semantic
action code block
in an array.

2. See Figure 3 for
definition of
ValFromPr.

4. See Figure 3 for
definition of
EplusEToParent.

Figure 4: Semantic Action assignment for E : num | E+E production rules during node initialization

All possible grammar states (Section 5.1.4) are represented which is generic for
any semantic grammar. AnyOrder represents the and connector behavior. The
DummyFunc()

does nothing and is merely a placeholder meaning that no action is to be

taken upon this particular production rule state change. These grammar-node-aligned
functions define completely this DSC application for the expression grammar. Now here
is how these functions work in practice.
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3.2

Applying Expression Grammar Context Changes
Below in Figure 5 through Figure 11 are the command-line context grammar

changes (Section 5.1.2.1) made to construct the example. Interspersed are several GUI5
content changes made to different expression consumer clients along the way, which
serves to illustrate the relatively random order in which changes may be applied.
Naturally, content changes cannot be applied to non-existent grammar nodes.
In this application, there is one context producer and any number of context
consumers (i.e., they “consume” the context propagated by the context producer).
Content is local to the consumers, but doesn’t have to be in DSC. Figure 5 shows the root
production rule ready to be applied.

5

With additional programming, mouse-clicks could be made to place the cursor at any grammatically legal
point or vicinity thereof, in the expression.
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Figure 5: E : num | E , plus , E | E , mult , E { 0 } production rule not yet applied

Changing the grammar is obviously a key DSC functionality whose DSC name is
the dynamic syntax change request, or DSCR. For the demo, DSCRs are sent as text
messages to the consumers on the same machine and each consumer uses its built-in
predictive parser to parse the messages. Figure 6 shows the production rule applied.
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Figure 6: E : num | E , plus , E | E , mult , E { 0 } production rule after being applied

The GUI representation of the progress rules (Section 5.1.1.1) is the red cursor
indicating that input may now occur there on the screen.
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Figure 7: E/num : CDATA {1} production rule after being applied

In Figure 7 the E/num production rule has been applied and the small letter n
appears above the cursor hopefully indicating to the content user that numbers now may
be entered.
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Figure 8: E/plus : CDATA { 2 } production rule after being applied

In Figure 8 another context node is defined, E,plus,E and the small character + is
added above the cursor indicating that plus expressions now have been defined and can
be handled.
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Figure 9: num content change and E,plus,E content change

In Figure 9 the left content user has entered a ‘2’ which reduces the expression.
The n indicates that more numbers may be entered, which in effect would be a content
modification of the reduced expression. The right consumer has entered ‘+’ and ‘3’
content and what is presented is the expression in sentential form state.
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Figure 10: E/mult : CDATA { 3 } production rule applied followed by mult content change

In Figure 10 the E,mult,E production rule is applied and at this point there are no
outstanding non-terminals that are undefined. A third progress-indicating-character is
added above the red cursor, *. What was the middle content user in Figure 9 is now the
right content user in Figure 10, who now has entered ‘*’ and ‘4’ content. This consumer’s
expression state is sentential form (SF) embedded in SF, or (SF(SF)). The middle content
user has entered the content ‘*’, ‘+’, ‘3’, right-arrow, ‘4’, right-arrow leaving his
expression in the (R(SF)) state, where R stands for Reduced state.
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Figure 11: Simple expression grammar dynamic compiling implementation

In Figure 11 the expression content users have entered complete content showing
how a conventionally non-associative ambiguous expression, 23 ? 35 = 3 + 4 * 5, can be
made deterministic in the dynamic syntax compiling world. The complete sequence of
content change requests for the expression content user on the left was ‘+’, ‘3’, rightarrow, ‘*’, ‘4’, right-arrow and ‘5’ leaving his expression in (R(R)) state. The complete
sequence of content change requests for the expression content user on the right was ‘*’,
‘+’, ‘3’, right-arrow, ‘4’, right-arrow and ‘5’ leaving his expression in ((R)R) state.
Delete has not been implemented in the expression demo which would have allowed the
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content users to delete the effects of a particular input in any order. Delete would not
be the same as backtracking. Delete and Modify would affect a node and perhaps all of
that node’s sub-nodes and screen representations, while backtracking implementation
would present similarly to the Back function in a browser.
As a debugging tool, the node tree was made viewable as a treeview and is shown
in Figure 12. Notice the recursive E non-terminals.

Figure 12: Node tree of expression 23 = (3+(4*5)

Also, as a debugging tool, the pre-order traversal of the signs and signifiers that
each are mapped to the grammar nodes in the node tree were represented as a treeview in
Figure 13:
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Figure 13: Sign tree of expression 23 = (3+(4*5)

Only a portion of the sign tree is shown starting with the 2 and 3 and = signs
which are mapped to the root E node. Then comes the PI non-kernel item, which stands
for parent item (Section 5.2.3). The left parenthesis is a sign followed by another PI
whose next subitem is a left-non-kernel item (Section 5.2.3), and so on. Although these
sign items look like a tree, they are not connected by pointers or are they elements in an
array or list, but rather they are the result of a mapped relationship to their grammar
nodes. The tree-ness of the signs is an artifact of the homomorphic grammar/sign
constraint (Section 5.2.3).
In preparation for real handling of semantic actions, for the demo expression
application, semantic action code has only been encapsulated and not really emitted and
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propagated. All semantic action blocks are associated with grammar nodes and are
connected at that node’s Init time which is the first step toward full DSC semantic action
propagation. The expression is painted on the screen by pre-order traversing the node tree
drawing the current state of the expression characters along the way. Throughout the
expression grammar development, the grammar-to-sign-to-grammar mapping
relationship remained solidly in tact. By using C++’s map container whose
implementation and performance is that for binary red/black trees (Ω(n) for key search
and Ω(n2) for value search), explicit pointers across the grammar/sign domains were
avoided, which resulted in total dynamic flexibility across the grammar/sign domains
with predictable lookup and change performance.
Although the grammar change requests are presented here as a treeview in a
dialog box in Figure 11, there is no theoretical reason why these context operations
themselves cannot be made the target of a dynamic syntax development, which would
result in a typical user GUI. Likewise, with more programming, the expression input and
output could be a typical calculator pad without loss of dynamic compiling functionality
and could look like Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Calculator pad presentation for expression content

Of course, no buttons would be visible initially. After application of the
production rules shown in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 where “num” and “plus” rules
but not “mult” rules have been defined, the X button would not yet be visible. The
calculator pad is an alternate presentation of the grammar.
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4

MerckManual Semantic Grammar Example

The Merck Manual example shows a simulation of a document kind of DSC. DSC
is not limited to documents, but documents are the simplest way to express the viability
of presentation signs and their complicity in representing underlying structure, a domain
traditionally relegated to invisible grammar. This particular example is a simple
structured editor based on YACC and so it does not contain the ability to alter its
grammar.
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Figure 15: Merck Manual structured editor screen shot

Referring to Figure 15, all of the text is read-only except for the text under section
1. and 1.1.1. Here the reader can see that an xxxx and yyyy have been typed in. The
shaded areas, the indentation, and the section text are read-only. Grammar sections 1. and
1.1.1. are owned by the same author who is a kind of producer. With respect to the other
sections and their text, this author is merely a consumer of text. Notice that the textchange capabilities align themselves neatly on the boundaries of a suspected grammar
structure. The visual signs and words suggest the underlying grammar is well-formed.
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The MerckManual grammar is a semantic grammar whose structure and
presentation were designed to make sense linguistically to some authoritative group. In
this case, the authoritative people are the set of M.D.s and medical professionals. Below
are a series of command-line DSC change requests (CR1-CR4) that illustrate how a
grammar tree would be formed6:

MerckManual : Cardiovascular? & Pulmonary?
{
ReplacementElementText( “Merck Manual – Fifteenth
Edition”, bold | purpleShaded );
IndentAndIndex();
Access( read-only );
}

(CR1)

MerckManual / Cardiovascular : text
{
ReplacementElementText( “CARDIOVASCULAR
DISORDERS”, bold | purpleShaded );
IndentAndIndex();
Access( read-only );
}

(CR2)

MerckManual / Pulmonary : text
{
ReplacementElementText( “CARDIOVASCULAR
DISORDERS”, bold | purpleShaded );
IndentAndIndex();
Access( read-only );
}

(CR3)

MerckManual / Cardiovascular / text # : “Cardiovascular
clinical diagnosis depends…”
{
Access( read-write );
}

(CR4)

Figure 16: MerckManual dynamic syntax change requests

6

This demo application is, for historical reasons, Yacc based. Consequently, change requests CR1 - CR4
are merely DSC change request simulations.
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Figure 17 shows the node tree after definition and instantiation change requests
CR1 - CR4 are applied:

<> MerckManual

<> Cardiovascular

text

text

Cardiovascular? & Pulmonary?

[]Pulmonary

Cardiovascular clinical…

Figure 17: Parse tree for MerckManual semantic grammar

The presentation could be this:

Figure 18: MerckManual presentation
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The grammar/sign relationships for the CR2 change request are shown in
Figure 17:

S3 = read-only
S4 = text content

S1 = enumerate
S2 = shade

MerckManual/Cardio… : text

Signs
Semantic Grammar

S5 = context
substitution text;
S6 = capital letters

Figure 19: MerckManual semantic grammar presentation

The presentation uses a number of standard text editing entry signs where only the
text starting with “Cardiovascular …” is read-write and the rest of the text is read-only
indicating that the semantic actions of the context non-terminals do not allow content
changes for the non-terminals. Of course, the non-terminals themselves can be modified,
but that would be a separate syntax change request.
{ S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 }is the image of production MerckManual/Cardiovascular : text under

MerckManualSemanticGrammar where hMerckManual : G S (Section 5.2.5).
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S1 through S6 are referred to as Covert Structure Cues [Tis87d], and come in
three varieties: positional, graphical and semantic. Added to this is the restrictive entry
cue which is read-write/read-only access. Indentation is a positional cue(S1). Shading is a
graphical cue(S2). Read-only is a restrictive cue(S3). (S4, S5) are substitution text and
therefore are semantic cues. Capitalizing the first, or all letters, is a graphical cue (S6).
Below is an explanation of how DSC functions followed by a discussion of
related theory.
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5

Dynamic Approach to Compiling

The architecture of the DSC approach extends the existing mathematical and
linguistic theory used in computer and markup science7. Both disciplines make the
assumption that presentation should be distinct from the underlying structure. The
primary guiding theory for the definition of their linguistic relationship to each other has
been Noam Chomsky’s context free grammar theory which does not “require” the
semantic dimension of meaning [Cho76a,p.93]. Consequently, presentation, which is the
observable domain of meaning, has been treated as irrelevant with respect to the
compiling and markup processes. On the other hand, it is difficult to escape the fact that
no linguistic expression occurs without it being couched in some sort of context. Given
this, DSC deliberately relates grammar/context to presentation/content. The two
dimensions are still separate, but with DSC they now are deterministically coordinated.
Together, they present a better construct for emulating and making computational the
human communications process.
In order to understand DSC, there are two conventional assumptions that need to
be examined. The first is the basic assumption that input tokens need to be evaluated
sequentially with respect to a particular grammar rule in order for that rule to be reduced.

7

Markup science is not an academic discipline. If it were, it should be a sub-discipline of computer science
compiler theory, it being computational in nature, and it should have courses in psycholinguistics as
prerequisites.
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The notion of any-order production rule reduction is introduced and defended below.
Secondly, the basic linguistic notion that expression only involves characters in sentences
is expanded to involve signs, which brings compiler theory’s language assumptions more
in line with linguistic theory. Below is a more complete description of what signs and
their importance are, but basically, they are a superset of characters and words, they are
not parsable (i.e., signs have no inherent relationship to each other and are therefore
“arbitrary” (Section 5.2.4)), and they are the essential building blocks of the presentation
dimension. By including signs in the DSC architecture, presentation is made to be
indirectly computational.
With these modifications to underlying assumptions, the result is the DSC
architecture, which addresses the two technology changes mentioned in the introduction:
markup and GUI.
5.1

DSC Design and Architecture
DSC screen input actions and output functionality are complemented by

grammar-changing node change requests that always align themselves on the boundaries
of a grammar’s production rules and their production rule state changes.
5.1.1

Basic Input Action and Output Display Functioning

Input action is any graphical user interface (as opposed to command-line
interface) keystroke, or mouse click. Both of these graphical user interface inputs carry
with it its screen coordinate position.
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A DSC fundamental is the fact that the displayed output signs are mapped to
their grammar elements in the grammar tree and input actions operate on dot item signs
that are mapped to their production rules also in the grammar node tree. The behaviors of
these two categories are fundamentally different from each other, which is the essence of
DSC grammar/presentation separation.
5.1.1.1

Demonstrating DSC Input-Output Design Viability by Null Hypothesis8

Suppose for a moment that we believed that characters in a language were
sufficient to carry all meaningful information, which is the limiting case of the postulate
that presentation is irrelevant with respect to parsing. In this case, the paragraph, as an
example from the realm of documents, shown in Figure 20, ought to be sufficient for
understanding, which is clearly not the case:
anlrbasedgeneratorforarbitrarycontextfreegrammarsisdescribedwhichgeneratesparsersbyne
edandprocessesgrammarmodificationsbyupdatingalreadyexistingparserswemotivatetheneedfortheset
echniquesinthecontextofinteractivelanguagedefinitionenvironmentspresentallrequiredalgorithmsand
givemeasurementscomparingtheirperformancewiththatofconventionaltechniquesintroductionthedesi
gnofparsergeneratorsisusuallybasedontheassumptionthatthegeneratedparsersareusedmanytimesifthi
sisindeedthecaseasophis…
Figure 20: Text without any context sign cues

Missing from the text, of course, are the conventional signs that clue the reader in
to the underlying structure of the words. Adding back in spacing, capitalization and basic
punctuation, but still without marking blocks of texts, the text, shown in Figure 21,
becomes:
An LR-based generator for arbitrary context-free grammars is described, which generates
parsers by need and processes grammar modifications by updating already existing parsers. We

8

Also known as Proof by Contradiction
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motivate the need for these techniques in the context of interactive language definition
environments, present all required algorithms, and give measurements comparing their performance
with that of conventional techniques. Introduction. The design of parser generators is usually based
on the assumption that the generated parsers are used many times. If this is indeed the case, a
sophis…
Figure 21: Same text as before, but with capitals, punctuation and spacing added back in.

The text is somewhat understandable, but is still missing some context cues. Now,
the full set typographic indicators are added back in. The text can be seen beginning with
the first paragraph in the ABSTRACT:

Figure 22: Same text as before, but with a full complement of presentation signs added back in.

Every discernable linguistic item in Figure 22 is a sign of some sort representing
some underlying grammar element. For discussion’s sake, we can say that there are three
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superimposed underlying grammars: 1) the grammar of the journal or institution this
article was published under (e.g., abstract, double columns, bibliographic references,
etc.), 2) the grammar (semantic and authoritative (Section 5.2.1)) to which the Computer
Science theory of incremental parsing belongs, and 3) the current state of the English
language the authors used in the article of this kind (e.g., noun phrase + verb phrase +
object, etc.). To this is added the state of the current set of signs associated with
conventional text markup indicating structure (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, and in
addition, bold, italics, hovering tool-tips, etc.). Each word by itself is still, of course, a
kind of sign, which linguistically is called a signifier (Section 5.2.4). Each of these
grammars is in flux at some linguistic level, just as the instances of these grammars are
multiple and also are in flux. With this in mind, instead of print on paper, imagine
compiler/application software that made all this computational and you have the
Dynamic Syntax Compiler.
5.1.1.2

Grammar-directed Output

Making a structured document computational relies on GUI technology, which
associates each pixel point on a screen with a set of coordinates. These screen coordinates
would be meaningless unless the graphical user output, which has to be the result of the
already executed ensemble of existing semantic actions, did not already depict what the
semantic meaning of the evolving grammar was meant to be, up to that point. Not only is
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there a screen picture9 of the grammar’s purpose, but the design of the semantic
actions has to obey three process principles:
1. progress. Correct input for affecting kernel and non-kernel items
via the screen representation of a node’s production rules has to be
graphically indicated. These graphical indications, understood by a
reasonable person, allow him to discriminate, and thereby choose
as the focus of input, any of a production rule’s items in any order.
2. spatial context. Each grammar node must be translated to the
presentation layer as at least a two-dimensionally explicit pictorial
or word representation whose implicit structure is both
understandable by a reasonable person and consistent with the
implied structure of the grammar. Each one of the nodes can be
affected by at least one of the users via the screen presentation
through a single or series of inputs.
3.

prohibit incorrect input. Any input that would violate the spatial
context criterion must either not be allowed or have no effect.

Without 1., the user might not know what legal input would be in order to make
progress. Without 2., the graphical output could be either unrelated visual noise and the
user could not navigate about the grammar as he sees fit and some parts might not be
accessible and therefore not be changeable. And without the third constraint, the user
could bring the grammar state machine into an illegal state. Together, the screen output
both encourages and allows input that allows the grammar’s state and node tree to change
and evolve deterministically.
In order to illustrate these concepts, a paper example of a Footstool grammar will
be dynamically constructed below. The footstool’s first production rule is: Footstool :
Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg. But first, let’s show how a reasonable set of progress
indicators for the footstool might appear. Any reasonable facsimile of a real footstool
9

A sign is, of course, not limited to pixels in a monitor, but for sake of discussion will be treated as such.
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would suffice as an indicator, as long as the resulting set of a signs for Seat and three
Legs which the grammar will be comprised of, taken together, are true to the semantic
spirit of the footstool production rule. There are many candidate sign sets that could be
used as a reasonable progress indicator, where using dashed lines in the footstool picture
in Figure 23 is but one.

Figure 23: A presentation a Footstool grammar: Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg

The dashed-lines picture is minimalistic and 1) only outlines the real object, 2)
only serves to describe what objects are to be dealt with, and 3) only shows where the
edges of one piece are and where they are spatially positioned with respect to the other
objects (legs and seat). This is an example of discriminator semantic action (Section
5.1.4) code for this production rule. The discriminator limits the field to the objects that
may be dealt with and allows the user to discriminate among them regarding the next
input.
The dashed lines in this presentation obviously mean to a reasonable person that it
is not supposed to exist yet, but could. The discussion of what sign set is reasonable is the
essence of dynamic compiling ambiguity and is fundamentally different from
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conventional computer science ambiguity. Dynamic compiling ambiguity is resolved
by incrementally adjusting the grammar/presentation through a series of change requests
that affect nodes, production rules and semantic actions. For example, I could be
unreasonable and present the following candidate (discriminator) object:

Figure 24: Odd looking presentation for foot stool grammar

Obviously, a change request from the footstool leg compiler/application developer
is in order that changes the discriminator semantic action’s presentation code to be
something more appropriate like in Figure 23.
5.1.1.3

Input-directed Execution

The effect of the progress rules above are that the presentation deterministically
represents the grammar. Therefore, when an input action occurs, the graphical user
interface technology gives the DSC compiler-application the screen position which
defines the precise intersticial-sign-to-node information which, in turn, leads to the
precise point in the grammar’s node tree that the user wants to operate on.
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Let’s say that the user executes two input actions: one that colors the left leg
green and the other that colors the back leg red. The presentation becomes:

red
green

Figure 25: Footstool after two GUI Leg inputs

The footstool grammar implementation knows that a footstool leg has been
addressed by the user, but is indifferent to what color the legs and seat are, so either the
semantic action programmer picked red and green, or red and green are random colors, or
the user picked the colors because the semantic action programmer gave him a choice.
The point is, color choice is semantically orthogonal with respect to the footstool
grammar and therefore may be implemented in any manner. This is also an illustration of
the essence of production rules: they serve to generate correct “sentences” of a grammar,
in this case, legs and a seat, and every other piece of context, including color, it is free of.
5.1.2
5.1.2.1

Basic Change Request Functioning
Node Change Request

A memory node is the computational embodiment of a single non-terminal in a
grammar which is defined by its associated production rules. A DSC node change request
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can create, modify or delete nodes. Basic Dynamic Syntax Compiler functionality is
the ability to continually process node change requests while simultaneously handling
GUI input actions. DSC node change requests grow and alter the syntactical categories
and grammatical rules of a program. Each category is represented by a non-terminal and
is instantiated in a DSC program as interrelated memory nodes.
The first change request a DSC program must issue is to create, name and define
the root node. Subsequent change requests may further differentiate the root node. A
change request defines the node it is targeting by supplying it with a union of production
rules and a semantic action block of code and is said to be undefined if it exists but does
not yet contain production rules. Any node in the ever growing and changing node tree
may be targeted directly for change either by a node change request or by an input action.
Node change requests alter the structure and optionally the content of a particular node
tree’s node, and input actions alter only the content of the input tree’s nodes. While input
actions can also instantiate new memory nodes from existing node types, which is the
case when a non-terminal node is recusively instantiated, only change requests can
further differentiate a node through production rules that introduce new node types to the
tree. Sometimes the term context is used to mean a program’s syntax and grammar, in
which case executing a change request can be said to alter the program’s context.
Changing the string or signs (strings are a subset of signs, section 5.2.4) associated with a
terminal in a program’s grammar is referred to altering its content.
Since any node in a grammar tree can be targeted for addition or change at any
time in a program’s lifecycle, then a Dynamic Syntax Compiler is both compiler and
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application combined. These traditionally separate functionalities, under the DSC
architecture, run simultaneously. Hence, DSC applications can both run existing code
while compiling (i.e., translate high-level instructions to machine instructions) new
semantic actions at the same time. At any given point in time, a running DSC instance
may issue a change request on an existing node or add a new node to the grammar. The
effect of this design is to replicate the grammar at each DSC program site, which
emulates precisely and intentionally natural language communication. Functionally,
grammar changes are asynchronous concurrent activities with respect to input actions,
neither input actions nor change requests should be able to starve each other, and
execution of either a change request or an input action is always atomic. Part of change
request activity is to create the request, part is to send and receive the request, part is to
parse the request, and part is to install the semantic action object code associated with the
request.
Continuing now with the footstool example, it is dynamically constructed by
applying a series of context and content node change requests. The BNF for the
completed grammar is shown in Figure 26:

Footstool ::= Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg // where & is anyorder connector
Seat ::= seat
// terminal
Leg ::= leg
// terminal
Figure 26: BNF for Footstool grammar
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Since the DSC architecture uses SGML, the complete footstool grammar using
SGML is shown in Figure 27 for reference.

<!DOCTYPE Footstool [
<!ELEMENT Footstool O O (Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg)>
<!ELEMENT Seat - O CDATA >
<!ELEMENT Leg - O CDATA >]>
Figure 27: Footstool grammar, pictorial and text, in SGML

Since the DSC architecture uses YACC-like syntax10, the completeYACC
footstool grammar and pseudo-code is shown in Figure 28.
%token Seat Leg
%type Footstool
%start Footstool
%%
Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg
{
…

10

The & connector is not YACC, but is used here for illustration purposes (see connector).
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$1->color = RED; … /*$1 illustrates YACC’s native
(non)terminal-to-semantic action capability */
$2->color = GREEN; …
$3->color = RED; …
$4->color = BLUE; …
}
Figure 28: Footstool grammar and pseudo-implementation in YACC

In order to be understood by any DSC program, there needs to be a common
change request language. Such a language was devised by integrating a noncompromising (i.e., does not violate the design of) union of SGML and YACC syntax. As
a result, each dynamic application has a copy of this standard DSC parser built into it,
which can parse these incoming requests. This change request language should be the
same for all DSC instances regardless of grammar. Even so, a DSC implementation may
choose to use a different internal change request language, in which case changes to its
grammar would be limited to DSC instances using the same change request language as it
does.
Here is how the change request parser was designed. Since there are many
different kinds of programming grammars and some are more easily parsable than others,
a particular simplified grammar format was adopted. Both SGML and YACC lend
themselves to simple parsing by employing a particular form of grammar that is relatively
easy to parse called the Chomsky Normal Form (CNF). CNF’s purpose is to simplify, and
therefore make more feasible, the parsing of a particular set of grammars [Aho72a,
Algorithm 2.12 p. 152 “Conversion to Chomsky normal form”]. YACC syntax is CNF
whose basic principles are that there is one non-terminal on the left hand side and the
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group properties of the grammar and productions are union, concatenation and
closure. DSC’s change requests need much the same facility, hence the SGML Normal
Form (SNF). It can be argued that SNF conversion algorithms from and to CNF exist, but
which is beyond the scope of this thesis. The concatenation property must be relaxed,
however, which is argued in section 5.2.3. Like CNF, SNF syntaxes can easily be made
to be deterministic and therefore predictive parsable if the syntax is chosen carefully.
This was indeed done for the DSC internal change request parser that was written in SNF.
The deterministic BNF for the DSC predictive parser can be found in Appendix A.
The first change request for the footstool example must be to create the root node
and its production rules. Applying these change requests may either be command-line as
is the case for the proof-of-concept expression grammar example (Section 3), or itself
have a GUI developed specifically for the change and modification of the footstool
grammar nodes as long as the two forms are type equivalent.
The first footstool SNF change request is shown below in CR5 (change request)
and is shown in command-line change request form. The Near&Far footstool pictorial
in Figure 27 would be typical of the beginnings of a DSC graphical change request
interface.

Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg

(CR5)
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The DSC parse tree looks like Figure 29 after change request CR5 has been
applied, where the [] brackets represent a node that has not yet been reduced. The Seat
and Leg’s empty braces mean their nodes have not yet been defined.

[] Footstool

[] Seat

[] Leg

Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg

[] Leg

[] Leg

Figure 29: Node tree for Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg

5.1.3
5.1.3.1

Nodes and Production Rules
Grammar Node

The implementation of a grammar non-terminal is a memory node object that
contains its label, knows its relationship to other instantiated nodes in an ordered tree of
parent, children and sibling nodes, knows what semantic action code behavior it needs to
execute when input attention is shifted to it, and knows what function it needs to execute
when it changes state (Section 5.1.3.2).
A node can be either defined or undefined. To be defined means that its
production rules and semantic action functions have been the target of a successful node
change request and that its Init() semantic action code (Section 0) has been executed.
CR5 defines the Footstool node, but Seat and Leg are not yet defined. To define
them, two more context changes need to be made, CR6 and CR7.
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Footstool / Seat : CDATA

(CR6)

Footstool / Leg : CDATA

(CR7)

The Footstool / Leg is the ancestral path from node to root starting with the root
node. CDATA is one kind of SGML terminal and stands for character data. The
definition of CDATA has been expanded for DSC to be signs and character data.
5.1.3.2

Node States

Nodes can be in one of four states: prototype, type, sentential form or reduced.
For a conventional compiler, all non-terminals in a grammar must be defined so there is
no concept of being named but not defined. But for DSC, there is the prototype state
which is a node that is a member of a production rule but has itself not yet been supplied
with a set of production rules. For conventional compilers when parsing a sentence, node
state progresses from type to sentential form to reduced, but for DSC, the progression
may occur forwards or backwards and remain in any state indefinitely. After CR5,
Footstool is a type, and Seat and Leg are prototypes. After CR6 and CR7, all nodes are
types. For a node to be in sentential form it must have one of its production rule nodes be
in reduced state. Type state is merely sentential form state where no constituent
production rule nodes are reduced, and reduced state is sentential form state where all
constituent production rule nodes are reduced. Semantic actions are now supplied to two
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of the Leg nodes by applying CR8 and CR9 with the resulting parse tree shown in
Figure 30.

Footstool / Leg [1] : CDATA { Init(): dashed back leg }

(CR8)

Footstool / Leg [2] : CDATA { Init(): dashed left leg }

(CR9)

[] 0 Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg

[] 0 Seat

[] 1 Leg : CDATA

[] 1 Leg : CDATA

Init():
left…

[] 1 Leg : CDATA

Init():
back…

Figure 30: Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg with 2 nodes fully defined

The 0 and 1 in Leg[0] and Leg[1] in CR8 and CR9 are zero-based indexes
reminiscent of YACC (e.g., $1).
A production rule that has defined its parent node may contain nodes not yet
defined, which are in the prototype state. Any node being defined also defines any
existing deployed nodes as well as future nodes being deployed with the same name. The
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only condition for defining a node is that it is either a member of a production rule or it
is the root node.
5.1.3.3

Production Rules

Theory relating human grammar capability and compiler theory is sparse, but
since DSC builds on an extended definition of the production rule, it seems appropriate
that it be more adequately defined. A rule in grammar is a re-usable meta-description by
which an endless number of sentences can be generated. Sentences that are not generated
by the rule are deemed irrelevant with respect to the rule. A rule guides the human or
computational understanding process such that the field of choice is limited, is selectable
and therefore is understandable [Tis85b]. For example, if I had a rule EveningOut ->
Restaurant Menu Eat Bill Home, then the context of the element Bill would tell me that
I am not referring to the beak on a bird. Bjarne Stroustrup uses the term, abstraction
mechanism, to refer to “facilities for organizing code…” [Str02a,p.32] meaning
templates, exception handling and the like. A grammar rule and its computational
counterpart, the production rule, is, I contend, an abstraction mechanism grounded in the
innate linguistic capacity of the human being11. It is this mechanism that gives human
beings the capacity to create an endless number of semantic grammars (Section 5.2.1).
The goal of the DSC is to make this process computational.

This statement should not be confused with the endless Chomsky/Pinker debate about the human’s innate
NP+VP phraseological capacity for grammar.
11
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A production rule is the pattern of terminals and non-terminals that generate a
certain number of correct sentences12. Traditionally, it can be determined whether an
input sentence is a member of a production rule, which is the job of conventional
compiling, or the production rule could be made to generate all of its correct sentences.
For DSC, there is no concept of a series of tokens that are parsed sequentially. In its place
is the mapped relation of production rules in different states of reduction with respect to
the presentation layer (Section 5.1.5). Despite this change, the traditional concept of dot
kernel and non-kernel items remains useful. Kernel and non-kernel items are
mathematical concepts used in compiler theory to indicate what type of relation
individual group members have to that production’s parent element. Typically used in
LR(k) parsing, dot-items are described in compiler theory in only the most pragmatic
ways. For example, “the dot indicates the current position of the parser” [App98a,p.59]
and “An LR(0) item … of a grammar G is a production of G with a dot at some position
of the right side.”[Aho86b,p.221]. In the DSC case the relationship refers to a particular
production’s member nodes, and their states and relations to each other.
Associated with kernel and non-kernel items in conventional parsing is the term
viable prefix. A discussion of the term viable prefix illustrates how DSC treats dot items
non-sequentially with respect to how a production rule changes state (DSC nonsequentiality is treated more thoroughly in section 5.2.3). Traditionally, a viable prefix is
merely a special linear kind of sentential form state where, given a point in the production
12

The term sentence is used loosely here since adding non-parsable signs to the language definition
changes the perception of each sentence. This does not, however, alter the set of correct sentences a
particular grammar can produce.
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rule, all dot kernel items to the left are reduced and no kernel items to the right are. For
dynamic compiling, kernel and non-kernel dot items may be addressed in any order so
sentential form states is a more adequate description for what takes place in DSC.13
5.1.3.4

Connector State and Occurrence Indicators

A production rule’s terminals and non-terminals are related to each other by
connectors and occurrence indicators. The set of DSC connectors is: sequential, union,
anyorder, datatype, and parent.
sequential and union are SGML/YACC connectors representing the mathematical
properties of concatenation and union. anyorder is an SGML connector that merely has
linguistic expressive power and by use of intermediary grammatical transformation
techniques, could be decomposed into !N sequentially connected production rules. Each
one of these decomposed production rules would be a new rule. But dynamic compiling
has no need of intermediate grammar transformations in order to make a grammar either
unambiguous or to avoid the anyorder connector. Also, since semantic grammars
(Section 5.2.1) are by design very sensitive to linguistic understanding, it is not desirable
to change a node’s initial definition even though it computationally might operate
equivalently to the previous form.

13

As a topic for future research, the complexity/power differential behind these two terms could be
explored. The number of potential sentential form states for a dynamic production rule is the factorial of the
number of dot items for a particular rule, whereas for linear viable prefixes it is linearly related and limited
to the number of dot kernel and non-kernel items for a rule. This means that as rule complexity increases,
the power of dynamic compilers with respect to handling the rule remains constant (i.e., grows
exponentially in tandem with the exponential growth of the complexity of the linguistic notion the rule is
attempting to simulate), whereas a sequential token compiler’s ability to handle more complex rules only
grows linearly and therefore will inevitably fall behind the real linguistic complexity that the rule is
attempting to describe.
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The set of DSC syntax connectors is the SGML set, or { and, or, seq } with
their respective notations being { & | , } and is augmented by the parent and datatype
connector states. As is also the case in SGML, production rules may be nested using
parentheses to delimit. In SGML there may only be one kind of connector per level. For
example, A : ( B & C & ( D | E ) & F ) is a legitimate production rule (a.k.a, content
model). Production rules may, of course, be recursive without ambiguity which the proofof-concept (Section 3) DSC application demonstrates with its E : num | E,plus,E |
E,mult,E production rule.
Only the seq and or connectors were necessary for static context compiling. seq is
asymmetric and this property allows production rules to be deterministic for a large class
of grammars including, of course, the all important set of programming languages.
SGML syntax allows the & connector, which was eliminated from XML because it was
erroneously believed that the resulting grammars would be too difficult to write parsers
for [Eng97a].
datatype is SGML’s way of designating a terminal which is equivalent to an
empty connector (e.g., for CDATA). parent is a non-kernel hidden sign item which is a
non-visible sign that represents a production rule that is not in prototype state (i.e., is
either in type, sentential form or reduced state). For example, when E + E gets
instantiated, the row of signs for it in type state is left-paren (which maps to the left E),
parent-non-kernel item (left E), datatype ‘+’ (which maps to plus), parent-non-kernel
item (which maps to the right E), and right-paren (which maps to the right E), which
shows as ( . + . ). The periods are not visible but merely indicate where the caret (sign)
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would be placed, and it is the periods that are the parent signs for the respective left-E
and right-E nodes. Figure 13 is a pictorial of this.
It is easy to get this grammar-node/dot-item-sign relation wrong. For example, in
the non-grammatical Microsoft Word application (Word uses what SGML describes
as procedural (proprietary) markup), characters bear both grammar and presentational
behavior. That is to say, input action and output display behaviors are both tied to the
character instead of keeping input action behavior distinct from the character. As a result,
the behavior of Word characters differs categorically depending on whether its
character position (when created) is to the left or to the right of another character, which
may have differently defined behavior. This often results in unexpected behavior when
node characters are deleted or even moved. Without the concept of kernel and non-kernel
items in a production rule presented as real signs, visible or not, the result is that
character objects have to do all the work of the node sign as well as dot kernel item
objects with predictable confusing results.
Lastly, in DSC occurrence indicators {? * + blank} always appear to the right of
the signifier symbols within the braces as is the case for SGML, where ? means optional,
* means zero or more, + means one or more and blank means exactly one.
5.1.4

Semantic Actions

The two input actions above could not have taken place unless the DSC program
creator had not altered the semantic actions indicating which code to execute in order to
handle color selection. The two update change requests could be:
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Footstool / Leg [3] :

CDATA
{

(CR10)

Init(): dashed right leg
Service(): ChooseColor()
Destroy():…
Migrate():…
}

Footstool / Seat :

CDATA {
Init(): dashed seat
Service(): ChooseColor()
Destroy():…
Migrate():…

(CR11)

}

Each node’s semantic action must contain the implementation of four lifecycle
functions: Init(), Service(), Destroy() and Migrate() which are described below.
Given an input action, the target node’s Service semantic action is executed, the
last action of which is to reevaluate the production rule of which the targeted (non)kernel
item is a member. If its state changes, the function for that node - either Reduced(),
SententialForm() or Type() - is executed. Input actions, so to speak, disturb the steadystate of the node/sign map, and the state change functions bring the screen representation
back into steady state harmony with its underlying grammar-node-tree in its new state.
Execution of Leg [1] and Leg[2]’s Service() routine result in their nodes being
reduced (i.e., Leg[1].Type() and Leg[2].Type() functions get called), which is indicated
by the <> symbols in Figure 31, which in turn puts the Footstool node in sentential form
state indicated by $ (i.e., seat[0].SententialForm() gets called).
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$ 0 Footstool : Seat & Leg & Leg & Leg

[] 3 Leg : CDATA
[] 0 Seat : CDATA

Init():
dashedSeat

<> 1 Leg : CDATA

Init(): LeftDash
Srvc():
LeftLegColor()

<> 2 Leg : CDATA

Init():
RightDash()

Init(): BackDash()
Srvc():
BackLegColor()

Figure 31: Node tree after two color choice input actions

Installing semantic action code occurs at receiver parse time. If the sender and
receiver have the same platform, it means that propagating object code blocks is
sufficient. A possible scenario for runtime code insertion would be for the receiver
application’s parser, when it detects {…}, to insert the code into the application’s heap
memory with proper code address fixes effecting a runtime link of the new code.
More problematic would be cross platform semantic action code propagation. If
an ISO standardized language were used to ensure compiling uniformity, then the source
code fragment could conceivably be received, translated thus locally emitting object
code, and continue to be installed as previously described. But not very problematic since
“…there’s no reason a program can’t write a routine in C or C++, run the compiler and
linker to create a shared library, then dynamically load an run the new code.” [Lev00a]
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There are four generic kinds of DSC semantic action code: Init() code,
Service() and Discriminator code, Migrate() code, and Destroy() code. A more detailed
description of these may be found in an upcoming technical report on the topic.
5.1.5

Grammar/Presentation Mapping

In one domain resides the node tree that contains the grammar behavior and in the
other resides the sign domain that contains the chosen spatial and visual artifacts of these
nodes. The standard non-linear map algorithm is a convenient way to relate these
domains allowing normal tree searches to take place from either side.
The focus of input operations is the input signs which lead to the grammar nodes.
The focus of grammar change is the grammar node domain whose semantic actions lead
to changes in the sign domain. Figure 32 illustrates these generic grammar/sign DSC
relationships:
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GRAMMAR

USER

Syntax
Change
Requests

node tree

Input
Actions

map

signs

Figure 32: Relationships among grammar tree, map, signs, change requests and input actions

The remaining DSC code is analogous to a greatly expanded traditional symbol
table, which is where all of the relatively static application code is kept. This is the code
that implements and enforces the deterministic grammar/presentation relation (i.e., nodebased semantic actions) as well as code that accomplishes the particular application’s
intent. A DSC, just like a YACC, developer has to constantly weigh where a code
function is best placed – in a function accessible by all grammar semantic actions, or
within a node’s semantic action itself. These developer considerations are not objectoriented, but grammar-oriented in nature. There are almost certainly consequences
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involving traditional object oriented public, private, protected access privileges, but
which is outside the scope of this thesis paper.
With an always current node tree, inherited and synthesized node attribute
patterns (grammars) become a trivial case of any parent/child node semantic action
functionality that can be thought up to support inter-node behavior desired for a particular
grammar-based application.
5.2
5.2.1

Relevant DSC Theory Topics14
Markup Theory and Semantic Grammars

Markup is the formalized computational representation of linguistic notions and
serves to structure in terms of signifiers, the non-arbitrary portion of the linguistic
process. Tag-based markup is one kind of markup and a familiar example of that would
be, “<html><title>Some document</title><head>…</html>” which is a fragment of an
instance of the HTML DTD. The linguistic notion these tag signifiers try to express
computationally is the simple memo note with title, head and body sections. Since for
conventional compiling, the compiler control of the linguistic portion of the compiling
cycle is missing, it seems logical that markup be included in DSC. What the markup
process defines is semantic grammars.
A semantic grammar is a logical system expressed reflexively (i.e., using
language to describe language) by humans. This kind of grammar describes a linguistic
set of signifiers and their internally consistent relations. These signifiers may have

14

A set of ten Linguistic/Computer Science axioms was developed in order to support DSC theory which
will be presented in an upcoming technical report on the subject.
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tangible or intangible referents. Its truth model, or ontology15, is psychological reality
and not God’s truth16 [Har98a,p.16]. In a semantic grammar no element and its relation to
other elements in the grammar makes any claim to exist outside of the minds of those that
assert that it does. Sociological factors determine whether groups of people asserting a
semantic grammar’s existence, make the grammar authoritative or not.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is a good example of a set of true authoritative
semantic grammars as defined here. The syntaxes for the two EDI forms (ANSI and
EDIFACT) are virtually the same and are fixed for all sets and messages. The sets and
messages are composed of segments whose names are chosen from a fixed set of
identifiers. The toolkit for EDI transaction set developers consists of authoritative,
reusable lists of defined codes and elements and segments. For all ANSI transaction sets
there is a general grammatical template which is a hierarchy of tables, segments,
elements and codes. But the true structure lies in the semantic grammars (i.e., transaction
sets) that the authoritative bodies develop over the years. For example, ANSI Purchase
Order 850 has a table with a repeating segment whose elements describe the quantity of
the item either bought or sold, its vendor number, and many other details. Almost all
transaction sets are deterministic and parsable by conventional parser methods.

15
16

[Rus95a,p.222] “The word ontology means a particular theory of the nature of being or existence.”

Examples of an indirect claim that certain categories exist universally (i.e., whose ontologies observe the
God’s Truth truth model) are 1) properties of numbers in the field of abstract algebra, and 2) universal
modeling language (UML) which claims implicitly that there is a universally understood set of graphical
objects and relations that transcend the linguistic world, and 3) any minimalistic set of meta-categories of
first-order objects like persons, places, and things, etc..
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Document markup is similar to EDI except that general identifiers are userdefined and no standard grammar template (i.e., no tables, segments, elements, codes,
etc.) is used to create the grammars.
The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) ISO 8879 is a metasyntactic language for the definition of Document Type Declarations (DTDs), which are,
essentially, non-authoritative semantic grammars. The Extensible Markup Language
(XML) is, “…a subset of SGML used to specify DTDs of Web-based documents”
[Bru92a]. SGML, standardized in 1986, provided a way of authoritatively making
semantic grammars computer tractable. Although there are many parsable grammars,
SGML standardizes the mechanism by which semantic grammars are created making
them explicit, and thereby directly compilable17. The SGML syntax was designed to be a
composite of known effective syntaxes in order to be able to express computationally any
linguistic notion a user might wish to express, which establishes the subtle connection
between natural language and a compilable grammar [Tis90e]. SGML’s generalized
markup identifiers and content model syntax machinery are therefore cogent standardized
tools for anchoring computational semantic grammars to their natural language semantic
grammar counterparts. The syntax of right-hand side SGML Element declarations is
similar to productions and regular expressions. SGML calls them content models, which
is really a context model using the terminology of this document.

17

Both the DTD and the instance are parsable. It is SGML that is authoritative by virtue of the authority of
ISO, the International Standards Organization. The DTD is an instance of SGML, like, for example, the
HTML DTD. The DTD is not by itself authoritative unless some organization or other sociological factor
makes it so. A tagged instance of a DTD is not in any way authoritative.
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Missing in SGML, XML, or any other markup language, is the ability to
control the translation into executable code (compiling). EDI is really a form of markup
language and also suffers from not having any control over a grammar’s implementation.
5.2.2

Linguistic Circuit

Figure 2 describes the linguistic/computational circuit (as it is today) in software
development. Actually, the idea of a linguistic circuit has its roots in early linguistics.
Since the beginning of the study of language, the connection between speakers
and listeners has been described. Saussure’s speech circuit [Sau16a,p.11] in Figure 33 is
the most famous description of what happens when two people are having a conversation.

Figure 33: Saussurian speech circuit from 1916

As Figure 2 has depicted, the programmer has a linguistic circuit that goes from
requirements, to high level code, to executable, and back to a change 1) in the code, 2) in
the interpretation of the requirements perhaps resulting in a code change, or 3) a change
in the requirements resulting perhaps in a change in the interpretation which in turn might
result in a change in the code. Markup addresses the computational production of
semantic grammars, but it has no native relation to conventional compiling. An altered
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Saussurian speech circuit in Figure 34 shows the revised linguistic circuit of dynamic
syntax compiling with semantic grammars and presentation connected. The essence of
the DSC linguistic circuit is that all of its segments from linguistic notion to presentation
are computational.

Semantic grammar and
semantic action
development by one or
more people without a
break in the
computational circuit.

Elem1
Elem2

Grammar

Presentation(Elem1)
Presentation(Elem2)

Signs

Figure 34: Dynamic Syntax Compiling Linguistic Circuit

5.2.3

Closure and Reduction

The crux of DSC implementation rests upon a non-sequential understanding of
the concepts of mathematical closure and upon production rule non-kernel items of which
there may be a maximum of two, a left and a right. Traditionally, only the left non-kernel
item was of interest in computer science because parse tree state change for a rule
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commenced on the left and progressed to the right which is the L in LR, LL, LALR,
etc. parsers.
There are several concepts that are introduced in order to make the DSC
architecture feasible. Their definitions and ultimate proofs are, however, beyond the
scope of this thesis18. Consequently, the necessary DSC concepts are merely enumerated
here for their heuristic use, the first stage of which being the completeness with which
they contribute to the successful accomplishment of the proof-of-concept expression
grammar.
Non-sequential token input contributing to a production rule’s reduction is a
major postulate which relaxes the concatenation group property on which all of
conventional compiling is founded. Items in DSC may be concatenated, but they are also
commutative without losing the fundamental group property of closure. Secondly, there
are exactly two non-kernel items associated with each production rule – a left-non-kernel
and a right-non-kernel item. In between are found the kernel items if any. Third, all
conventional parser types - LL, top-down, predictive, and well as LR - operate with
production rules that have theoretical kernel and non-kernel items. This broader
interpretation of the kernel concept is necessary in order to establish that each point of
entry for every single token input is not the terminal or non-terminal itself, but rather the
point in between two (non)teminals. This postulate goes to the core of separation of
context and content, structure and presentation. And last, in addition to traditional kernel

18

The theoretical work necessary to accomplish this thesis can be found in a forthcoming DSC technical
paper.
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and non-kernel production rule items, there is a parent-item which also is a sign.
Kernel and non-kernel items have visible/functional sign representations, but parent items
do not. For example, in the sentential form (3+ ) between the + and ) is a legitimate place
for the caret – a true sign, but the whole sentential form is represented by a PI, or parentitem.
5.2.4

Language as Strings

GUI technology addresses more than characters in an alphabet. For example, in
writing this sentence, there is a caret that the word processor placed between the letters in
these words, but there is also a cursor arrow directed by the mouse and which may be
placed anywhere on the screen. In the command-line era, there was no cursor, only the
caret. It is this cursor arrow placement capability that allows the presentation and input of
more than sequential characters in DSC. DSC incorporates presentation via the GUI
technology in order to emulate the human communications process in compiling.
Therefore, it is important to understand the basic linguistics used in support of DSC. The
following is a digest of linguistic theory that serves to explain why the DSC architecture
needs more than characters in order to incorporate the presentation layer.
Ferdinand de Saussure, the father of linguistics, in his Course in General
Linguistics 1916 [Sau16a], sketched out the main factors in natural language: signs,
signifiers and the signified. Roy Harris’s “Introduction to Integrational Linguistics”
[Har98a] discusses his view of Saussurian and Chomskyan linguistics upon which
computer and markup science are built today. He categorizes it as segregationist
linguistics. Harris is an advocate of integrational linguistics, which reinserts context into
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linguistics and the theory of meaning. He dubs Saussure and Chomsky’s language
model as being a perpetuation of the “talking heads” model based on the ancient language
models of telementation (i.e., the belief that perfect declarative sentences equals perfect
communication) and fixed code (i.e., the belief that it is reasonable to expect everybody
in a language group to understand the same thing given a particular input)[Har98a,p.32].
While Harris succeeds in dislodging Chomsky’s context-free grammar myth (i.e., no
language is context free, not even Chomsky’s “colorless green ideas sleep furiously”
sentence (Appendix B)), he unfortunately falls short, just as Chomsky did, in explaining
how a natural language is really adopted by a child, really does exist in people’s heads,
and thereby is perpetuated by a community through endless teaching and learning
experiences [see CREA theory of language in Tis85a]. Resultantly, he dismisses
prematurely the telementation and fixed code models. Harris’s point remains valid,
however, since Saussure’s speech circuit is meaningless without defining its context. A
declarative sentence only has meaning if it knows its context. Meaning is words and signs
plus their context. It is these contexts that markup languages provide from a
computational viewpoint. Linguistic context as just described, is therefore much broader
than computer program context.
For the conventional compiler, the computer language is the context from which
declarative and parsable sentences, that is, programs, could belong. Consequently, only
strings were needed to describe a program. Strings are signifiers in a language, which are
a proper subset of signs in a natural language. Therefore, even though all strings are
signs, not all signs are strings. Thus, strings do not encompass all the arbitrary signs that
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languages adopt to communicate19. The Roman alphabet is the basic toolkit of the
languages of the western world, which, in its various renditions, is used to build new
signifiers when new words are coined. Eastern ideographic20 languages start with
something more fragmented than an alphabet, but still end up with widely adopted
signifiers. Thus, all natural languages use word-like and icon-like signifier ingredients
(letters or icon-fragments) plus signs in order to express and propagate the differentiation
and understanding of the signified.
Turning now to the linguistics used in conventional compiling, the term symbol
has been traditionally used to describe what is here referred to as sign and signifier. There
have been two kinds of symbols which traditionally have been defined in connection with
defining the term grammar:
A grammar is a 4-tuple21. Let G = (N, , P, S) be a grammar [Aho72a,p.85,91]
where:
N is a finite set of non-terminal symbols.
 is a finite set of terminal symbols, disjoint from N.
P is a finite subset of (N  )*N(N  )*  (N  )*//i.e., the cross product of all
potentially non-stand-alone non-terminals with all possible terminals and
non-terminals
S is a distinguished symbol in N called the sentence (or start) symbol
G is said to be:
1. Right-linear if each production in P is of the form A  xB or A  x, where
A and B are in N and x is in *.

19

see Sau16a,p. 73: “The arbitrary nature of the linguistic sign”

ideogram – a character or symbol representing an idea of a thing without expressing the pronunciation of
the words for it.
20

21

Tuple is used in abstract mathematics to denote a multidimensional coordinate system.
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2. Context-free if each production in P is of the form A  , where A is in N
and  is in (N  )*.
3. Context-sensitive if each production in P is of the form   , where || 
| |.
4. Unrestricted if neither 1. 2. or 3. are applied.
N , the set of non-terminal symbols, are sometimes called the variables of a language or
its syntactic categories.
Figure 35: Definition of conventional grammar

Regard the conventional definitions of language and alphabet below:

“A language over an alphabet  is a set of strings over . This definition surely
encompasses almost everyone’s notion of a language. FORTRAN, ALGOL,
PL/I, and even English are included in this definition.” [Aho72a,p.16]

Also,
“The term alphabet or character class denotes any finite set of symbols. Typical
examples of symbols are letters and characters.”[Aho86b,p.92]

It is unclear from these representative definitions what symbol and alphabet’s
referents are. There are two connotations of alphabet to consider: 1) the occidental and
oriental alphabets of which the Roman alphabet is but one member, and 2) the symbol
alphabet composed of any number of instances of the union of N and , where P defines
these symbol’s relation to one another for a particular grammar. In this paper, references
to these terms will be specified respectively as alphabet and symbol alphabet. So, one
could say with better accuracy that English words are used by English speaking people to
create grammars that contain related and connect symbols from a symbol alphabet,
furthermore where each symbol from this symbol alphabet is a signifier constructed from
the Roman alphabet. It is interesting to note that with respect to symbol alphabets,
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conventional compiling has limited itself to signifier symbols, , which is a subset of
the a grammar’s symbol alphabet. DSC addresses sign symbols associated with N
whereas conventional compiling does not.
Also, there are at least three connotations of context to consider:
1) the context-free grammar conventional A  (N  )* definition22
2) the Chomskyan notion of context where it is possible, according to
Chomsky, to construct grammars that produce sentences devoid of
semantic meaning [Cho76a], which his generative grammars are by
definition “free” of. Although this is counterintuitive, this context is
synonomous with semantic meaning.
3) grammars composed of symbol alphabets comprised of subsets of P.
Figure 36: Connotations of context

An in-depth definition of how these connotations relate does not seem to exist and
whose treatment would be outside the scope of this thesis. But I have delineated them
nonetheless because it is the details in these definitions of context that actually point out
the holes in current context and grammar theory. The definition used in this paper, is the
negation of 2) (i.e., meaning is relevant) coupled with 3) (i.e. the whole of P) couched in
the normal form of 1), but with the additional burden of ambiguity moved to the semantic
level from the traditional grammatical level. 1) is a subset of 3), but DSC purposefully
treats all of the parts in 3) and not just the traditional context-free parts. Thus, all
generated sentences from all four categories , i.e., 1. Right-linear, 2. Context-free, 3.
“Context-free grammars were introduced by Chomsky [1956] as part of a study of natural languages.
Their use in specifying the syntax of programming languages arose independently. While working with a
draft of Algol 60, John Backus “hastily adapted [Emil Post’s productions] to that use” [Aho86b,p81].
22
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Context-sensitive and 4. Unrestricted, are relevant as long as they have linguistic
meaning with respect to the grammar. As such, the set of generated presentation
sentences of a DSC grammar is not limited to those associated with the signifiers ( ) in
a particular symbol alphabet.
In conventional compiling, the input string of terminals has borne a double
burden: 1) input symbol sign, and 2) program structure. In DSC, the sign alone is the sole
indicator of linguistic information. But the term symbol needs to be further differentiated
to be of use in DSC. The expression grammar example below (Section 3) is misleading
precisely because the signs used in it are both signs (e.g., ‘(‘ and ‘=’) as well as signifiers
(e.g., ‘3’, ‘4’), and both have conveniently been termed as being symbols. The Merck
Manual example (Section 4) has pure signs like indent and shading and read-only text
which are non-parsable sign symbols and cannot technically be called signifier symbols.
Conventional parsing only treats the parsing of signifiers, not the sign superset. A set of
signs, as such, is not parsable; only its underlying grammar is. For example, a honey
bee’s dance which tells the other bees in the colony where the pollen is located in the
pasture is very grammatical, but consists entirely of sign symbols. It would take a
biologist to describe the dance patterns and write a grammar for them. That grammar
would be parsable since it relates the bee’s torso-motion-behavior-signs to the static
descriptive structure by (reflexively) using signifier symbols (e.g., BeeDanceRotate ->
LeftQuarterTurn | RightQuarterTurn, etc.).
With the inclusion of signs as a non-parsable compiler element, the inclusion of
the presentation dimension is possible, which opens the door for use of graphical user
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interface technology in the compiler. Consequently, signs are significant in DSC as
well as characters.
5.2.5

Grammar’s Homomorphic Relationship to Signs

The DSC architecture maps the grammar to the sign domain. The impetus for this
comes from the understanding that the whole compiling process (Figure 2) is the
computational analog of the linguistic grammar-to-sign relationship.
Since linguistically, signs are related to the signified [Sau16a], which is context
[Har98a], which through reflexive description [Tis85a] becomes semantic grammars,
then signs and grammars can and should be made to relate computationally. Signs, as
such, are not parsable since they have no grammar in them and are not composed of
letters, but of anything (i.e., are arbitrary). Sign sets can, however, be made
computationally grammatical if and only if they are homomorphically mapped to a
semantic grammar, which emulates what humans do when they think and act rationally.
This is the essence of dynamic syntax compiling.
Mathematically, we can represent this relationship as being homomorphic
between the grammar range and sign image domains and can be described like this:
hG : RG  SG* is a one-to-one bijection because each grammar sign, SG, under hG is the
image of exactly one element of RG. If there were RG elements that were
unmapped, then hG would have been an injection. RG refers to reflexive
grammar description also sometimes called meta-data. And SG refers to
linguistic signs, which are a superset of word signifiers (words are signs made
from the alphabet). hG refers to the grammar’s homomorphic relationship to
presentation layer signs and is sometimes also called .
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The grammar’s production rules can be further decomposed and described as
such:
hP : P  Psign* one-to-one
hSF : SF  SFsign* one-to-one
hG : G  G sign* one-to-one
Psign  SFsign* and SFsign  Gsign*.23

Each production has a set of signs that represent it and each sentential form has a
set of signs that represent it. Likewise, the grammar, G, has a set of signs that represent it.
The sign sets are related as proper subsets beginning with production to sentential form to
grammar.
Pictorially for the expression grammar production rule E + E, these relationships
could be the following as shown in Figure 37:

Sentential Form
SF

Sentential Form
Sign Set SFsign*

Sentential Form
Sign Set SFsign*

Production P

2+E
E*E

(2 + _) or (2 + . )
(_ * _)
Production Sign
Set Psign*

Expr Grammar
Signs

23

In a discussion with Bjarne Stroustrup concerning this equation, he pointed out the potential confusion in
having an infinite set of signs related to an infinite set of signs related to an infinite set of signs as is the
case with Psign  SFsign* and SFsign  Gsign*. Proof of the appropriateness of this expression which
attempts to relate sets of signs to their DSC states remains on the intuitive level and would be a topic for
further research in the non-existent field of markup science.
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Figure 37: Expr Grammar related to sentential form Signs

Returning to the calculator pad presentation form in Figure 14 and comparing it to
the proof-of-concept expr grammar presentation form in Figure 11, the two presentation
formats are “presentation equivalent” since their underlying grammars are theoretically
the same and deterministically mapped to the presentation layer. Also, both adhere to the
progress rules stipulated in section 5.1.1.1. Tying this presentation equivalence back into
the formula shown in section 5.2.5 where
Psign  SFsign* and SFsign  Gsign*
then it could be said that the buttons on the calculator pad and the node tree are
two instances in the infinite set of possible presentations that lie between Psign and Gsign*.
5.2.6

Comparison of DSC to Incremental Compiling

DSC grammar and content change requests are not unlike what incremental
compiling was attempting to attain. Incremental compiler research [Hee??a,p.180]
revolves around pre-software-delivery attempts at refining transition tables and not
throwing away the parse trees after laboriously building them [Pur89a24,Whi90a].
Database research has attempted to dynamically restructure runtime schemas [Ger??a],
but are still making changes by the use of periodic (i.e., non-structural) “sweeps” through
the database to implement change. By not throwing away the parse tree either, DSC
eliminates redundancies of sequential parsing just as incremental parsers do, where the

[NEWYACC] “Normally, when yacc parses an input stream, the parse tree is not retained…In NewYacc,
the … parse tree is retained”
24
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tree is kept around as a post-parsing fixup tool. For DSC, it is potentially never thrown
away.
5.3

Efficiency and Performance
Efficiency and performance of the DSC are future topics of research since the

proof-of-concept application was limited to one machine.
An intuitive observation however is, the time it takes to micro-compile a change
request is negligible compared to a static-context compiled application or compared to
waiting for a new version of an application which is equivalent to saving all of a
Dynamic Syntax Compiler’s micro-compilations up for usually about a year, and reissuing the application (i.e., a new version).
Other research topics would be to compare the amortized net cost of node change
and instantiation and node-based semantic action compiling with the conventional
process of continuous recompiles and versioning. It should also be noted that debugging
the map relationship is difficult in DSC applications without special tools. These tools are
not difficult to build since the grammar/sign map relationship is constant for all DSC
applications.
Another dimension for performance exploration could be vertical or horizontal
node partitioning, which might be a way of limiting whole tree exposure. Also, not all
parts of a large tree would be active at the same time. So for example, since modern flatmemory microprocessors and operating systems operate with paged faulted virtual
memory models, then if a memory page is not in memory (i.e., has been swapped out of
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memory to a swap-file), then a memory fault would occur and the page would be
retrieved automatically before executing.
5.4

Domain-specific Languages (DSL)
DSL is an extension of the compiler-compiler architecture, the most well-known

example of which is YACC. SQL, BNF and LEX are also well-known DSLs. DSLs
inherit their domain from natural language descriptions of problem areas. The L in DSL
refers to programming language. In contrast to generic programming languages, DSLs
have to worry about writing a compiler for each DSL problem domain. The goal of a
DSL is to be a conventional compiler that is focused on a particular problem area. In
contrast, DSC emulates the linguistic process. These two quite different antecedents
result is these significant differences in the architectures as shown in Figure 38:

Aspect

DSL

DSC



problem domain
syntax characteristic

language syntax is specific to generic language definition
problem domain
syntax



possibility of
variations in language
syntax

yes. By definition at interproblem level, but also at
intra-problem level

no. SGML is authoritative
by virtue of ISO 8879



compiler operation

conventional fixed context,
sequential token

non-linear. Grammar
change concurrent with
application operation



compiler architecture

problemalgorithm
program

linguistic communication
model: distributed context
(i.e., replicated grammar
structure across sites),
distributed content
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separation of userinterface code and
service logic

yes

yes



compiler/application
development
progression

compiler-(compile-executealter cycle)-alter cycle

long-running process that
compiles and executes
concurrently



implementation
architecture

common library or objectoriented framework

two sets of functions per
node type regardless of
grammar. Service funcs:
Init(), Service(), Migrate(),
Destroy(), and node state
change funcs: type-func,
sentential-form-func,
reduced-func.

Figure 38: Comparison of DSL and DSC

DSL gains its reason for being by referring to efficiency improvements like code
reuse, flexibility, platform independence, etc. But unlike conventional compiling, the
DSL compiler must be written or developed, which usually takes the form of accessing a
common library.
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6

Conclusion

By revising some basic assumptions, a new type of compiler was devised. The
concatenation mathematical group property was relaxed to permit any order reduction of
a production rule’s kernel items. The language-as-strings restriction was relaxed to
include linguistic signs that do not have signifiers associated with them. And markup
science’s structure/presentation separation mandate was made less draconian by
recognizing and changing the underlying computer science mechanism. That being, that
grammar input change and input actions operate on the underlying structure, while
sign/presentation output is a direct homomorphic mapping of this underlying structure.
Structure and presentation are still separated, but integrated. The integration is the
homomorphic mapping of the underlying semantic grammar to the telescoped screen
items on a display. This paved the way for DSC to take advantage of standard graphical
user interface technology which communicates graphical (sign) context as well as sign
content.
An intentional effect of the dynamic syntax compiling architecture is, it expands
the circle of development participants and puts their developer activities under compiler
control. Because dynamically compiled executables stay related to the development
environment throughout their lifecycle, different kinds of developers, can cooperate to
incrementally evolve a particular program on a per-grammar and per-node basis.
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Traditionally, the programmer has been the solo actor with regards to translating
program requirements (set of related linguistic notions) to high level instructions. DSC
expands programmer participation and includes those who develop semantic actions
using standard programming languages, grammarians who change the logical semantic
structure of the application, and presentation designers. Consequently, these actors stay
related to a DSC application instance throughout that application’s lifetime.
Traditionally, the only way for development actors to cooperate was to either
influence the programmer sociologically or to separate logically (decoupling) their
activities of which the N-tier architecture is the premiere example. For grammar-based
compiling, decoupling works against the principle of shared grammar/context. As is the
case in linguistic communication where a common context is prerequisite for
communication, DSC implements a replicated grammar that is the computational
equivalent of a linguistic common context. These replicated grammars take the form of
node trees that producers and consumers may alter at will. The sum of DSC grammar and
input activities constitutes a running mesh of inter-connected peer-to-peer processes that
continuously message each other when the grammar context (or optionally content) needs
changing. Like HTML, whose browsers are but one replicated implementation (except
for differences in the browsers) of a single semantic grammar, the authoritativeness of
each DSC semantic grammar compiler/application would at a minimum grow
proportionally to that grammar’s de facto usage and number of participants. This makes
the dynamic syntax compiling model a tightly coupled distributed system.
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The amortized complexity of dynamic syntax development not only makes the
development cost for this approach potentially less than for current executable-based
program development, but makes feasible large distributed software projects that were
normally deemed impossible. This is because with a truly replicated and modifiable
context, change and control can be infinitely distributed in a network environment.
In summary, DSC is a union of SGML and YACC designed to function as a longrunning process with a continuously evolving never-thrown-away node tree. A DSC
application is a web of replicated and inter-connected node trees representing a particular
semantic grammar and is alterable by node change request messages. Its state is alterable
by input actions. Structure and presentation are separate where screen output
(presentation) is bound to the grammar node via the non-linear map algorithm, and screen
input operates on the sign representations of the node tree’s production rule’s (non)kernel
items (document structure).
Chomsky’s grammar theories did not make use of the realm of semantic meaning
since he was primarily interested in generating correct natural language sentences.
Consequently, his ontology was limited to the linguistic corpus, which in the compiler
world is the foregoing set of tokens, as being the only objects from which to determine
correctness. To fill the ensuing gap since semantic meaning does undeniably exist, he
extended his transformational grammar approach to the presentation layer calling it
“morphophonemic transformation rules” and admitted that “[he was] not acquainted with
any detailed attempt to develop the theory of grammatical structure in partially semantic
terms or any specific and rigorous proposal for the use of semantic information in
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constructing or evaluating grammars” [Cho76a,p.93]. The Dynamic Syntax Compiling
architecture does exactly that, that is, relates grammar computationally, and therefore
rigorously, to semantic meaning.
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7

7.1

Dynamic Syntax Compiler Glossary

Computer Science Definitions in the area of Parsing
semantic grammar Semantic grammars in linguistics are evolving natural
language structures, sometimes called paradigms, held alive
by practicing members of defining groups of linguistically
competent humans. Examples of explicit standardized
semantic grammars are the transaction sets and messages of
EDI (electronic data interchange).
The defining difference between a semantic grammar and an
analytic grammar is, the former is tied to a set of human
beings who can assert that there is integrity between the
expressed components of the semantic grammar and their
natural language referents (verifiable truths of fact), and the
latter’s truth is a result of reasoning (like expr : expr ‘+’
expr). For example, EasyHomeRepair is the proprietor of
the assertion that they have, among others, Plumbing,
Painting, and HeatingAndCooling as subcategories of the
parent category EasyHomeRepair.
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node

is the computational embodiment of a single non-terminal in
a grammar each one of which is defined by its associated
production rules. It is a data structure instantiated in memory
and which, in this paper’s context is related to either a nonterminal or terminal in some grammar. DSC nodes contain
semantic action code and have access to their parent, sibling
and child nodes.

7.2

Markup Definitions
connector

Indicators that show the relation between non-terminals in
production rule. YACC has two connectors: union ( | ) and
concatenation ( blank ). XML and SGML use the comma ( , )
to indicate sequential, which is the same as concatenation.
SGML in addition has the ampersand ( & ) to indicate any
order.

content model

For each element in an SGML document a content model is
specified in the DTD, which is composed of tokens modified
by occurrence indicators (?+*), connectors (&,|). Content
models can be encapsulated with parentheses and inserted
into other content models behaving as single tokens that also
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can have occurrence indicators and connectors associated
with it. For example,
<!ELEMENT Book - - ( Intro, Synop?, (ChapTitle, para+)+,
Conclusion) >

Book’s content model contains the content group (ChapTitle,
para+) which may occur one or more times.
Content models resemble context free grammar production
rules, but with explicit occurrence indicators.
DTD

The phrase document type declaration (DTD) refers to ISO
8879 standard’s rules for producing document semantic
grammars. These document syntaxes have the potential of
being human readable and therefore able to make natural
language sense to the document creator. ISO 8879 ensures
that the produced document syntaxes are computer tractable
thus guaranteeing a tie between natural language and its
representation as context in a computer.

presentation

SGML makes explicit the structure of a document for the
sake of processing. Presentation is the set of textual and
auditory cues that indicate orientation into the context and
content. The set of presentational cues is a superset of the
DTD. An SGML instance has no relevant presentational
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cues. FOSI (Formatting Output Specification Instance) for
government work, DSSSL (Document Style Semantics and
Specification Language), formalized style for SGML and
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and XSL (Extensible
Stylesheet Language) was XML’s rendition of DSSSL.
SGML

Refers to ISO 8879 standard’s rules for producing document
semantic grammars. These document grammars have the
potential of being human readable and therefore able to make
natural language sense to the document creator. ISO 8879
ensures that the produced document grammars are computer
tractable thus guaranteeing a tie between natural language
and its representation as context in a computer.

7.3

DSC Terms defined for use in this paper; miscellaneous terms
authoritative

Refers to the strength a society lends to a particular lexical
category. SGML DTDs, for example, are non-authoritative
because there are no societal controls on the creation,
definition and use of the elements. Ontologies developed by
groups of people are only authoritative to the degree that
each group has power to enforce their notion of definition
and use. EDI is authoritative since the transaction sets (i.e.,
semantic grammars) are governed by a recognized and
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unique organization. SGML syntax for producing DTDs is
authoritative since it is an international standard. W3C
standards are authoritative to the extent that their consortium
group of companies can de facto exert power to control the
definitions and usage of the markup arenas that they produce
for. W3C’s de facto authority was initially dependent on
SGML’s authoritativeness. The concept of namespaces is not
authoritative without a unique way of registering and issuing
names. The domain name system (DNS) is authoritative. The
simple network management protocol (SNMP) hierarchy is
authoritative because their management information bases
(MIB) are controlled by their Internet Activities Board
(IAB).
Roman alphabet

The Roman alphabet adopted from the Greek by way of
Etruscan, consisting of 23 letters upon which the modern
western European alphabets are founded.

context

1. Linguistics: refers to the a priori environment within
which written, spoken or sign conventions of a
natural language are intentionally expressed.
2. DSC markup context: refers to SGML DTDs which
are in SNF form.
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3. DSC grammar context: refers to the underlying
computational grammar in A  (N  )* form,
which is homomorphicly mapped to the now-relevant
presentation layer. DSC grammar context does not
carry the burden of having to be unambiguous.
discriminate

is the DSC non-linear equivalent of the FIRST and
FOLLOW sets.
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Appendix A: DSC SNF Predictive Parser BNF
The path is the parent/child document order delimited by a semi-colon. The SNF
production follows the semi-colon, which is then followed by braces containing YACClike node implementation. The BNF is the following:
DynamicSyntaxChangeRequest ::= ContextChange | ContentChange
ContextChange ::= RootNon-terminalPathList ‘:’ ( ( ProductionRuleUnions? |
DeleteProductionRuleList ) AttributeDeclarationBlock?
SemanticActionBlock? )
| DataIndicator
ContentChange ::= RootNon-terminalPathList ‘:’ Data SemanticActionBlock?
RootNon-terminalPathList : RootName Non-terminalPathList TerminalIndicator?
Non-terminalPathList ::= ( ‘/’ ( NodeName | SubList ) Index? )*
ProductionRuleUnions ::= ProductionRule ( Connector ProductionRule )*
ProductionRule ::= Non-terminal OccurIndicator? | SubList OccurIndicator?
SubList ::= ‘(‘ ProductionRuleUnions ‘)’
Index ::= ‘[’ Numeric? ‘]’
// zero based
Connector ::= { ‘&’, ‘|’, ‘,’ }
OccurIndicator ::= { ‘?’, ‘*’, ‘+’ }
Numeric ::= { [0-9] }*
AttributeDeclarationBlock ::= ‘[‘ ( AttribDeclaration* |
DeleteAttributeDeclarationBlock ) ‘]’
SemanticActionBlock ::= ‘{‘ ( Code* | DeleteSemanticActionBlock ) ‘}’
DeleteProductionRuleUnions | DeleteAttributeDeclarationBlock |
DeleteSemanticActionBlock ::= ‘.’
Code ::= CodeParams | CodeStatement
CodeParams := { [new values for previously setup semantic actions] }
CodeStatement ::= AlphaNum // code statements using any programming
language
Non-terminal ::= AlphaNum
// where token is to the left of ‘:’
TerminalIndicator ::= “#”
// indicates terminal content to right of ‘:’
Data ::= AlphaNum
DataIndicator ::= “CDATA”
RootName ::= AlphaNum
// where token is at beginning of string
NodeName ::= AlphaNum
AlphaNum ::= { [ 0-9,a-z,A-Z] }+ // for occidental languages
AttribDeclaration ::= AlphaNum // to be defined, but will be compatible with SGML
Figure 39: BNF for DSC Change Request
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Appendix B: Context Free Grammars are not Free of Context
One of the most misunderstood concepts is that of the context free grammar.
Chomsky illustrated a context free grammar with the natural language sentence,
“Colorless green ideas sleep furiously”. The sentence is natural- language-grammatically
correct, but ostensibly has no denotative meaning. The sentence’s grammatical
correctness, however, is independent of the statement’s context or the individual word’s
own inherent historical connotations. But in fact, Chomsky’s sentence is not so natural
language context free in that each word was designed to be a semantic opposite to its
adjacent words just for effect, which is a semantic category in itself. Chomsky’s famous
sentence is not really context free then. Due to language reflexivity, even Chomsky’s
sentence is meaningful and is indeed a member of natural language.
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Appendix C: “The Anatomy of Context” Masters Thesis Synopsis
The following is a synopsis of my thesis research while at the University of
Copenhagen which was written in Danish. Its title is “Udsigelsensanatomi”, or in
English, “The Anatomy of Context”:
“Context cannot be understood without understanding reality and how it came to
be. There are 4 viewpoints from which to view reality: 1) creation (v1), 2) expression
(v2), 3) meta-expression (v3), and 4) adoption (v4).
A human being’s reality consists phylo-genetically of a double doubled-ness. The
first double-ness is the creation of tools (v1) and the second is the creation of words (v1).
Each had a tremendous evolutionary effect on human beings, their intelligence,
knowledge and upbringing.
A tool’s invention and construction is a phylo-genetic singleton sanctioned by
society. The resulting tool is a result of the surrounding society and becomes part of the
fabric of nature for subsequent subjects to absorb (v4) and utilize (v2, v3). During an
individual’s adoption (v4) of a piece of reality, all of nature plus the complete set of
tool/work creations have a prescriptive, ensemble effect (i.e., they are unchanging at the
point in time they are adopted). The effect of physical tools on an adopting (v4)
individual results in tool thinking and the effect of words results in language thinking.
Tool thinking predates language thinking by 1-2 million years.
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Reality changes slowly phylo-genetically (v1) by its gradual collecting of
physical tools and linguistic aids. In other words, reality is slow and dynamic with respect
to any individual’s lifespan. Ontogenetically (v4), an individual’s psyche is created
(constituted) from the stuff of this practically static reality. Also, there exist moments of
understanding where the individual subject’s rendering of reality temporarily is frozen
when it is being used (v2). Understanding in this situation is the dynamic part. But
cutting through the middle of these more or less static and dynamic realities is the ability
for us humans at any time to set forth descriptions of these perceived reality’s ensemble
effect (v3). It is these frozen v4’d realities the subject uses under v2 and v3 activities,
which are context’s true referents.”
v1, v3, v2 and v4 have since then been re-termed respectively as CREA for
Creation, Reflexivity, Expression and Adoption.
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Appendix D: SGML-is-easy-to-parse Email by Joe English
Subject: Re: Various questions
Date: 6 Feb 1997 15:49:29 –0800
From: jenglish@crl.com (Joe English)
Newsgroup: comp.text.sgml
…
>And as for SGML (and C++) not being either LL(k) or LALR I’m a bit
> surprised, as that must make parsing very difficult.
“That only means it’s difficult to parse SGML with an LL- or LALR-parser…
There are other parsing techniques you know :-)
From an algorithmic standpoint, parsing SML is in some ways easier than the
traditional lex/yacc approach. (By this I mean that, although writing an SGML
parser is considerably more difficult than *using* lex and yacc, it’s easier than
*writing* lex and yacc.)
The first tricky part is in entity management. The lex/yacc
approach assumes that the input is a single stream of characters
(perhaps, as in the case of C/C++, preprocessed to handle macro
expansion and file inclusion). An SGML document is composed of a
hierarchical tree of entities, so the parser has to handle a stack
of input sources.
Delimiter recognition corresponds roughly to the "lex"
phase of a lex/yacc parse. This is in some ways more complicated
than lex-based scanners due to the number of delimiter recognition
modes and their interaction with the other parsing phases,
but in other ways it's simpler. Since all the delimiters are
fixed-length strings [*] you can use a trie instead of a
full-blown DFA like lex and flex do.
[*] With the exception of "B" sequences in SHORTREF maps;
these are a pain.
Markup parsing -- interpreting markup declarations, start- and
end-tags, etc., -- can be done with a simple recursive-descent
parser, since this aspect of the ISO 8879 grammar is all LL(1).
The main difficulty here is the interaction with the entity manager
and delimiter recognizer.
The next phase is building the element hierarchy. (I suspect that
this is where most people who try to use yacc to parse SGML
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get into trouble. This is really best treated as a separate parsing phase,
rather than trying to account for the markup and element hierarchy
with a single grammar). This is *considerably* easier than
LL or LALR parsing: you can match element tokens against
individual content models with regular expression techniques,
while LL/LALR parsing requires that the entire grammar be
processed to build the parse tables.
The main difficulties in content-model matching are dealing with
OMITTAG (mainly start-tag omission; omitted end-tags are easier),
and handling AND groups. The latter is made somewhat easier
by the rule prohibiting ambiguous content models (if you build
an NFA from a valid content model, it's guaranteed to be deterministic,
which allows some important optimizations), but AND groups are
still a pain.
XML forbids AND groups, OMITTAG, SHORTREF, and R/CDATA declared
content; these seem to be the hardest aspects of SGML parsing.
(Actually, the hardest aspect is the astonishing number of
minor points and small details in ISO 8879, and since the
Standard is written in "legalese" rather than "computerese"
it takes a great deal of effort to account for all of
them.)
--Joe English
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